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Section 4.5.1 Petrography of plaster finds 
By Chris Doherty 
 

Fabric Catalogue 
Type 1 (e.g.  Context 2013) 
A lime plaster with a filler mainly of flint (30% by volume), but also with a small amount of 
crushed chalk. The filler grains are well sorted, with a mean grain size of 1.5mm and a 
maximum of 8mm. 
 
Type 1a (e.g. Context 2018) 
A coarse plaster of mainly angular flint with a few coarser (>2mm) lumps of chalk, and a 
few ironstone grains. There is conspicuous sand on a fresh break.  A small amount of 
reddish material (crushed brick or tile) is also present. However, this is present in very small 
amounts (<0.1%) and is not a conspicuous component of the plaster. 
 
Type 1b (e.g. Context 19017)  
A painted wall plaster with slightly more compact fabric than Type 1, which is consistent 
with a plaster which is to be painted. Inclusions are present, and these are a simple 
combination of flint (<4mm) and lesser chalk (<9mm). There is no fine sand of fine 
pottery/tile material. 
 
Type 2 (e.g. Context 2243) 
This has a coarser and more abundant filer than Type 1, again mainly of flint but with a 
larger proportion of chalk. 
 
Type 3 (e.g. Context 2007) 
A harder set plaster with a relatively fine filler. This consists of fine flint (<0.5mm), fine sand 
(<1mm) and minor amounts of chalk (<1mm). Occasional rounded ironstone grains 
(<1mm) are also present. The main component here is very fine sand, estimated at 30% by 
volume, and is responsible for the harder, more compact nature and pale brown colour. 
 
Type 4 (e.g. Context 2037) 
This is similar to Type 1a but with significantly more fine crushed brick/tile fragments 
(<0.5mm) and also some very fine sand. 
 
Type 5 (e.g. Context 2011) 
Similar to Type 2, but differs in having very fine-grained sand visible in fresh breaks. This 
could possibly be equivalent to Type 2, but with a better quality fracture exposing the fine 
sand. There is no crushed brick or tile. 
 
Type 6 (e.g. Context 2000) 
This plaster is characterised by a relatively high concentration of crushed brick/tile/pottery of 
the fully oxidised type seen in Types 1a and 4. But here, the ceramic grains are much 
coarser (<8mm), more abundant and more conspicuous. Coarse (<10mm) flint is abundant 
and there is a smaller component of fine sand. Both the pottery/tile and flint fragments 
show a strongly preferred orientation, resulting in a fabric with a strong sub-parallel texture. 
Although there is a relatively high concentration of pottery/tile fragments, this is not 
considered to represent Opus Signatum as there is no decorative aspect. Instead the 
pottery/tile fragments are mixed together with a coarse flint filler which largely masks their 
appearance. 
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Type 7 (e.g. Context 2006) 
A very inclusion-poor fine-textured lime plaster, with no flint filler and only very occasional 
pieces of irregular chalk (<1mm). 
 
Type 8 (e.g. Context 18001) 
The flint filler of this plaster is abundant but is atypical in being mainly dark coloured (? 
uncalcined). A few chalk grains are present and these are relatively large (<20mm). There is 
no fine sand, but organic matter (chaff) moulds are conspicuous. 
 
Type 9 (e.g. Context 22000) 
A coarse lime plaster with burnt limestone/chalk clasts (<20mm) and rare flint (<20mm). No 
fine sand or pottery/tile inclusions. 
 
Chalk Daub (e.g. Context 2222) 
This is not a plaster but a paste made of ground chalk. There is no flint filler but very 
abundant sub-parallel pores which indicate significant amounts of chaff filler, since 
degraded. Only found in context 2222 in [Pit 2178]. 
 
 
Table 4.27, plaster by context and weight, follows below.
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Table 4.41 ALFRED'S CASTLE PLASTER BY CONTEXT AND WEIGHT 

           

Context plain plain plain plain 
painted 
- 

painted 
- painted - 

painted - 
white painted - Comments 

  
lime-
b. 

chalk-
b. fine cerm.incl. pink 

dark 
red 

red/pink 
stripe 

stripe on 
pink green   

2000       68g           type 6 (high% of crushed pot/CBM) 

2004 440g                   

2006     342g             type 7 (fine-textured) 

2007     170g             type 3 (hard set, & fairly fine) 

2011 520g                 type 5 

2012 54g                   

2013 1132g                 type 1 

2017 516g                   

2018 58g                 type 1a 

2019 64g                   

2022 852g                   

2037 80g                 type 4 

2078 78g                   

2222   176g               type 10 = chalk paste, not plaster 

2229 216g                   

2243 460g                 type 2 

11000         5g         sf 631 (2x pieces) 

11000G 348g                 v. coarse 

11004     298g   10g         1x piece painted (sf 840) 

11007 72g       5g         2x pieces painted (sf 967) 

11028 114g                   

13002 330g                   

14012 904g         12g       1x piece painted 

16003 160g                   

16006 126g                   

17000 990g                   

17005 74g                   

17006 54g                   

18001 280g                 type 8 
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18005 308g                   

19003 5384g       790g   384g 44g 22g 

149x pink;51x red stripe;6x white 

stripe;3x green 

19007     176g   52g   15g     15x pink pieces;3x striped pieces 

19017         14g         type 1b (2x pieces) 

19020 24g       10g   36g     3x pieces pink;6x pieces striped 

22000 1202g                 type 9 

Total 

Wt 9994g 176g 986g 68g 886g 12g 435g 44g 22g   

 


